
Give 10’s Influence on Giving

 � Personal values and experiences are overwhelmingly the most important 
influence on giving decisions. Give 10 doesn’t necessarily influence which 
issues donors support because personal values typically drive these 
decisions. However, Emerging Leaders note some degree of influence from 
their peer network. 

 � Give 10 influences members to give more to local nonprofits. 

 � Feeling connected to a community culture of giving is what is loved most about Give 10. In the prior Give 10 
survey, Emerging Leaders noted that the matching grant from Bohemian was the best part about Give 10. The 
most recent survey suggested a changing trend. More Emerging Leaders believe that the best part of Give 10 is 
the sense of connection, not the matching grant. 

 � Give 10 members help build a culture of giving across the community by leading through example. This 
includes simply talking to others about giving and local issues they’re passionate about; advocating for 
nonprofits and their impact; or building business practices that inspire employee giving.

• “We share the feeling of satisfaction of knowing our donations help make our community better. 
Thanks for your help initially to help us ‘make the leap’.”

• “When talking to my friends about giving, I start with a specific program…and then lead into 
Give 10.”

• “We have typically been very private about our giving but have found value in starting to share 
stories of what our giving has returned to us in experiences and learning.”

Give 10’s goal is to cultivate, celebrate, and support a growing network of local philanthropists across 
Larimer County. We believe that if we get this right, even more donors will continue to give generously to 
local nonprofits and play an important role in strengthening our vibrant community. 

Learning, reflection, and continuous improvement are important to us. We use data to assess our 
efforts and local impact. Currently, our primary data source is the biennial Give 10 survey.  We received 
responses from 30% of the Give 10 members, including Partners and Emerging Leaders. The survey is 
an imperfect, but valuable, learning tool. We’ve compiled a few key takeaways from respondents and 
summarized themes below. 
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“Give 10 changed 
my giving in a 

significant positive 
way and continues 
to influence me.”
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Give 10’s Education and Engagement

 � Just over half of respondents attended a recent Give 10 educational event. Typically, Emerging Leaders attend 
more frequently than Partners. 

 � Nearly everyone (98%) of people who attended a Give 10 event thought they were a good use of time. 
Attendees found the events valuable for these key reasons: networking, learning about community needs / 
local organizations, and the relevant learning topics. 

 � Scheduling is the primary reason for not attending Give 10 education events – it is tough to fit more into full 
lives and calendars. 

 � In 2017 we rolled out a new e-newsletter, Focus on Giving. Half of respondents knew about Focus on Giving 
and find it useful. But nearly 40% of respondents didn’t know about it. This e-newsletter is distributed to Give 
10 members who have returned their Interest Profiles, so if you’d like to receive these, please reach out to 
our team to make sure we have your completed form. 
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The survey includes two key questions about giving to get a sense of how much members gave in the most recent 
calendar year and how much they give, on average, year after year. (We recognize giving can fluctuate each year.) 
We ask these questions to understand the Give 10 network’s financial impact and to confirm that members are 
working to reach or maintain at least $10,000 local giving annually. Here’s what we learned: 

Give 10 Emerging Leaders

 � We continue to make progress toward the goal of Emerging Leaders reaching and sustaining annual giving 
of $10,000 or more. In 2017, 67% of Emerging Leaders reported that they gave at least $10,000 once they 
finished the three-year giving challenge, up from 61% in 2015.

Give 10 Partners

 � 2017 was a great year for generous giving. Nearly all (98%) of all Give 10 Partners gave more than $10,000 in 
2017, up from 91% in 2015.

 � We know that giving may fluctuate each year, although 89% of Give 10 Partners give at least $10,000 locally 
each year.
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